… Are you now building up your company
office image and looking for a swivel chair
what fits for your requirements? Do you
like to replace your bored or used
furnitures and chairs? Or simply just want
to sit comfortably? Are you looking for an
industrial chair what fully fits for your
production enviroment? Do you appreciate
the quality, reliability and excellent value
for your money? Do you like if your
investments serves your business interests
for long term? Do you like the customized
solution and to be unique? If you answered
YES to all questions, then our company is
the right choice!...

Professional seating solutions for your
office and production enviroments
Our company has not only sales experience, but
also user history in the field of industrial and
office chairs. Knowing the marketplace and the
diversity of customer requirements, the main
goal is to offer our innovative solutions, fully
meeting with customer demands. Typical trends
of the 21st century such as a high degree of
ergonomics and environmental awareness
defines the criteria of an industrial or office chair.
Our product selection will match all your
requirements, whether it be an office swivel
chair, an executive chair, a visitor chair,
conference chair or working chair, ESD chair,
cleanroom chair or laboratory chair. Our
company also manufactures personalized office
furniture. Our staff has over 20 years of
professional experience which guarantees
optimal service for our customers.

SEATING Ergonomics
Ergonomics is more than seating ergonomics.
Ergonomics always takes the whole person
into consideration. The chair means a lot, but
the person means everything.
Ergonomics actually means the way in which
work equipment, environment and workflow
are adapted to human beings - both in the
office and at the workstation. So ergonomics is
the science of the best possible design of
workplaces.
Always
central
to
all
considerations about the "laws of nature" of
work are human beings and their needs. So
ergonomics is far more than the choice or the
correct configuration of work equipment. It is
applied human science used to benefit people,
the company, and society.
The effectiveness of good chairs and active
sitting is undisputed. We have been working to
incorporate
ergonomic
insights
and
requirements into excellent products that
make working and living in our chair-based
society as comfortable and stress-free as
possible. In doing this, chairs have been
developed that set new standards in
functionality, design, technology and comfort.
It is our goal to achieve this, and at the same
time it is also the prerequisite for our work.

Choose the right solution
Office lifestyle
We understand that work can be incredibly
diverse – that’s why our range of chairs is just
as varied. Every office seating solution from
ESD Consulting combines two characteristics.
On the one hand, it is a tool which is specially
tailored to a specific requirement. On the
other hand, our seating solutions protect the
most important resource of all – the people
using them. They support the body perfectly in
every position and have a positive impact on
productivity. Sitting on an Interstuhl chair is
always a true pleasure; whether it is in a
reception area, at a desk, or in an area for
communication or even regeneration. Our
desire is to give all forms of work more value
by creating well-designed chair innovations. An
Interstuhl chair is always a companion which
not only looks good, but “sits right” too.
Industrial lifestyle
Workplace chairs are the result of passion and
a solution-focused mindset. Our aim to make
life in the workplace that little bit better every
day – whether it is through application-specific
ergonomic concepts for industry and laboratories, through outstanding design which
motivates employees and expresses appreciation or through actively assuming social and
ecological responsibility in the production of
chairs. Our portfolio is divided into five areas:
production, ESD, laboratories, cleanrooms and
standing work. We provide highly specialized,
application-appropriate, user-friendly seating
solutions with flexible adjustment options for
all of these fields.

Products and Brands
Brands that leave nothing to be desired
Our three brands, Interstuhl, Bimos and Prosedia,
together represent the strength of our company. With
different approaches and objectives each of these
brands commands a leading market position in its own
area. The different positions of the individual brands
demonstrate the close communication with the
markets.
Interstuhl brand covers all types of seating needs for
the office. The products range from seating solutions
for reception and waiting areas to office workspaces to
communication areas and areas for regeneration.
Interstuhl paves the way for successful communication
between colleagues when it’s time to come out from
behind the desk. Interstuhl seating solutions combine
innovative, sophisticated engineering performance
with surprising aesthetics for all the senses and
maximum ecological, economical and ergonomic
efficiency.

Bimos is the leading brand for top-quality industrial
and laboratory chairs in Europe. The Bimos brand
comprises highly specialized, high-performance seating
solutions for work in production, in the lab, in
cleanrooms, at ESD workstations and for standing
work. We see a chair as the link between people and
production. All of our seating solutions are perfectly
tailored to the relevant application and the individual
ergonomic challenges of the activity in question.
Prosedia is positioned to offer its customers an
especially fast delivery, well-developed ergonomics
and high quality at an unbeatable price. That is why
Prosedia does not offer additional configuration
options or too many models to choose from.

Product philosophy
„Seating excellence!”
Professional high-quality seating solutions for
all office applications. Chairs, tables and
special products what your office wants.

„We are Bimos”
Professional industrial seating solutions for all
production environments. Excellent pricevalue ratio, high quality, market leader
innovations and fully customizable.

„More chair for your money”
Economical and cost-effective swivel and
visitor chairs for office application. Widely
customizable according to your needs.
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REFERENCES
Our partners who have palced their trust in our company

Contacts
Headquarter:

ESD Consulting and Trading Kft.
H-2120 Dunakeszi
Barátság útja 40/c
Hungary
Phone: +36706094216
office@esdconsulting.eu
Find us online:
www.esdconsulting.eu
Or follow us:
https://www.facebook.com/esdconsulting/

